LNG - innovative
energy solutions

www.bp.com/trading
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The world needs a rapid
transition to low carbon
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“The world’s carbon budget is finite
and running out fast; we need a rapid
transition to net zero.

We all want energy that is reliable and affordable,
but that is no longer enough. It must also be
cleaner. To deliver that, trillions of dollars will need to
be invested in replumbing and rewiring the world’s
energy system. It will require nothing short of
reimagining energy as we know it. This will certainly
be a challenge, but also a tremendous opportunity.
It is clear to me, and to our stakeholders, that for bp
to play our part and serve our purpose, we have to
change. And we want to change – this is the right
thing for the world and for bp.”
Bernard Looney, chief executive officer
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Our net zero
Our ambition is to be a net zero
company by 2050 or sooner
and to help the world get to net
zero. We have set out 10 aims
to support this ambition.

2022 acceleration of these aims
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The strategic progress and the growing
confidence in the opportunities of the energy
transition are allowing us to raise our ambition
to becoming net zero for our sales, as well as for
our operations and production – making bp unique
among our peers.
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bp.com/reimagine

V Aim 1: bp now aims to reduce operational emissions by 50%
(from 2019 baseline) by 2030, compared with an aim of 30-35% previously.

V Aim 3: bp is now aiming for net zero lifecycle emissions for the energy products it sells by 2050 or sooner – a
significant advance from the previous aim of a 50% reduction in their lifecycle emissions intensity. Additionally,
the aim’s scope is expanding to include physically traded energy products. And for 2030, bp is aiming for a 15-20%
reduction in the lifecycle carbon intensity of these products – the range within which we believe we can deliver.

bp.com/en/global/corporate/who-we-are/our-ambition/our-aims
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NetZero

LNG’s role in the transition
bp sees LNG, alongside other energy sources
and technologies, as being at the heart of the
energy transition, and therefore at the heart of bp’s
strategy. As our customers look for new ways of
consuming energy and reducing emissions, global
demand for LNG is expected to continue to grow.

“Natural gas has a key
role to play in getting the
world to net zero - now
and for decades to come complementing renewable
energy sources, reducing
emissions, and providing
better air quality.”
Anja-Isabel Dotzenrath,
EVP gas & low carbon energy

LNG provides a valuable back-up for renewables intermittency.
It also supplies heating at the high temperatures required by
industry and is increasingly used in transportation.
bp is targeting a long term portfolio of 30mt by 2030 where
equity production from Trinidad, North Africa, Mauritania &
Senegal, Middle East and Asia Pacific is complemented by
flexible global merchant purchases.
The integration of this portfolio across the gas value chain and
between the gas and power value chains will enable bp to
continue to serve our customers and help meet the world’s
demand for low carbon energy with cost-efficient, dynamic
and flexible solutions that can adapt to a rapidly changing
energy landscape.
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bp trading & shipping is one of the world’s leading
energy marketing, operations, and trading teams.

“ In T&S, bp has one of the world’s most
developed commodity trading businesses.
Its distinctive expertise in trading,
optimizing flows and managing price risk
creates valuable customer solutions as well
as creating competitive advantage for bp as
we decarbonize our business”
Carol Howle, EVP, T&S

bp trading & shipping (T&S) is an integrator. We work across
value chains, drawing together bp’s capabilities to optimize
energy systems.
Our work buying, selling and moving energy creates
comprehensive offers for our 12,000 customers in 140 countries.
We use our scale, breadth of expertise, and a combination of bp
assets and third-party relationships to create multiple bp product
and service options.
A critical outcome of our work is to speed the transition
to a lower carbon economy. Our teams are experienced in
developing new products and markets, driving our customers’
energy transitions through pioneering green initiatives.
Positioned within T&S, our LNG trading business can offer
integrated energy solutions for our customers delivering reliable,
affordable and increasingly lower carbon solutions.
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bp is a recognized global LNG player with an
extensive portfolio, and significant LNG marketing
and trading capabilities across the world.
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Our LNG supply portfolio includes a mix of long term equity

projects, merchant supply and mid-term and spot purchases.

Winner
of the CWC World LNG
Award for Outstanding
Contribution to the
Industry 2017

Our balance between long, mid and short-term supply
means we are able to supply on a wide range of tenures and
competitive indexes to meet the needs of our customers
while operating in a highly dynamic market.

Argentina
LNG vessels managed
Active charter activity

LNG vessels managed
Active charter activity

Existing supply
Contracted and anticipated future supply
Current and future market access

Existing supply
Contracted and anticipated future supply
Current and future market access
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bp is the first major oil and gas business
to publish its LNG master sale and
purchase agreement.

We actively manage our portfolio on
a daily basis to optimize across our
supply, demand and shipping positions.
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The integration of our positions in pipeline gas, oil,

The bp DES and FOB LNG MSAs allow either party

products, shipping and foreign exchange markets

to buy or sell physical LNG cargoes on a delivered

with our global LNG portfolio assets enables us to

ex-ship and free on board basis respectively.

identify optimization and trading opportunities for

The bp DES and FOB LNG MSAs have been

our customers.

developed over many years to be balanced and fair

We offer creative solutions that include features

between buyers and sellers and reflects current

such as flexible pricing indexation, volume and

industry standards. bp expects that its publication

pricing options, pipeline gas alternatives and

will contribute to the broader discussion around

in-year volume adjustments. We actively

standardization and liquidity for LNG transactions.

participate in allocating supply to rebalance
regional disparities.
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Download bp FOB LNG MSA.pdf
Download bp DES LNG MSA.pdf
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We bring our deep technical, commercial and project
management expertise, along with our extensive LNG
supply and shipping portfolio, to deliver LNG solutions
for any market, large and small. Beyond LNG supply,
we can help build and finance new land-based or
offshore import infrastructure and develop integrated
gas to power projects, increasingly sought-after in new
and emerging markets as alternatives to coal.

Long-lasting relationships
We value long term customer relationships and
have numerous term contracts with partners
across the globe. These include utility companies,
gas distributors and national oil and gas
companies. We are able to meet their long term
and spot supply needs from our portfolio.

We can further leverage internal integrated
businesses to lower or remove the
carbon intensity of projects.
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We have a long history of
developing new solutions to
fulfil our customers’ needs

Practical r y
delive
Our track record includes China’s first

Technical know-how, global reach

LNG terminal in Guangdong, where bp is

bp has the technical capabilities to unlock
potential gas resources and transport them
to you by pipeline, ship or truck.

customers, gas to power in Vietnam and

We have a truly global LNG portfolio, and the experience
to develop domestic markets in gas, NGLs and power.
We have experienced technical and project management
professionals, and our structured processes bring
consistency and best practices throughout the project

now marketing direct to Chinese pipeline
Spain’s Bilbao LNG-to-power.
In Brazil, bp has partnered with Prumo,
Siemens and SPIC at the Port of Açu to
develop the largest integrated LNG-topower project in Latin America. Phase 1 of
the 3GW plant is now operational and bp is
also the LNG supplier to the project.

lifecycle. Today, bp is leading the development and execution
of some of the world’s most challenging capital projects.
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NBP

TTF

ZBT

THE

BG

We offer bp’s 24/7 trading operations platform to third
party producers, enabling them to focus on their core
activity whilst being sure that their molecules are
efficiently delivered and capture market value.

PEG

VTP

PSV

We can offer bespoke offtake packages as well as various
operational services to match the producer’s requirements.
PVB

Building gas value chains
bp is the main shareholder and operating partner of
Shah Deniz in Azerbaijan, one of the world’s largest gascondensate fields. The Shah Deniz partnership is operating the
infrastructure to bring gas sales from Azerbaijan to Europe.
bp operates, develops and produces 25 billion cubic metres
per annum of gas for transportation into Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria and Italy.

Hubs
Storage
LNG facility
Power
Physical delivery/Flange point

Our European gas and
power portfolio

Trading office

We are active throughout Europe, with LNG

Manufacturing facilities

delivery slots, regas, transport and storage

Gas flow
Gas Pipeline in progress

positions that allow us to meet the diverse

LNG supply

needs of producers and customers.
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Our LNG Shipping team is an industry leader
in providing innovative marine solutions,
ensuring that our operations are safe and
efficient.

bp shipping was established over 100 years ago, and our
team has been operating an LNG fleet since 2002.
We have been involved in the commissioning of
numerous LNG facilities and liquefaction projects around
the world. bp shipping manages the logistics required
to move bp’s oil and gas cargoes to market, as well
as technical marine assurance on all bp vessels. Our

Over

100

team operates a rigorous ship-vetting and port/terminal
inspection programme for our ships.

years of bp shipping

We are transforming the way energy moves around the
globe. Our state-of-the-art partnership class LNG vessels
use cutting edge technology to reduce carbon emissions
and help us reach new markets across the globe.
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commercial offshore
ship-to-ship LNG transfer
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Our LNG business is based on innovation. We have a track
record of taking on complex projects at scale and leveraging our
experience and capability for the benefit of our customers.
Industry breakthroughs
We supplied the first commercial LNG
contract based on offshore ship-toship transfer and have conducted STS
operations with Arctic ice breakers
in Norway and with multiple LNG
carriers in tropical Malaysia. We have
approved and delivered LNG to various
configurations of Floating Storage and
Re-gasification Units (FSRUs), and to
offshore LNG facilities. We have loaded
and trans-shipped partial cargoes from
more than one load source, blending
mixed compositions while continuing
to meet import specifications.

Legal know-how
With dedicated LNG legal teams in
each of our global offices, our lawyers
have deep industry experience. They

can structure innovative contracts that
help meet your requirements.

Carbon-Offset
In 2021 bp delivered two carbon offset
LNG cargos from bp’s diverse portfolio
of LNG sources, quantifying the
estimated carbon intensity associated
with the LNG supply from wellhead to
discharge terminal and then offsetting
those emissions using offsets from
bp’s vetted portfolio. The development
and continuous improvement of a
clear and reliable methodology for
quantifying the estimated carbon
intensity of our LNG supply chain
is an important step in helping our
customers deliver their sustainability
goals and supports our ambition to
help the world get to net zero.
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Besp oke anagement
risk m
Our risk management teams have the
expertise to tailor creative solutions to
your needs.

Our customers are varied and numerous - from
producers, refiners, and importers to utilities,
airlines, shipping, mining and light industry
companies.
We have provided energy risk management
products to customers around the globe for over
20 years.
We have a dedicated LNG team in Singapore with
deep experience in both risk management and
trading who are uniquely positioned to help you
manage your oil, LNG, gas or power price exposures
in a compliant and cost-effective manner.
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Head of LNG
Jonathan Shepard
jonathan.shepard@uk.bp.com

Head of Atlantic Origination
Jerome Milongo
Jerome.Milongo@fr.bp.com

Head of Asia Origination
Alistair Smith
alistair.smith@se1.bp.com

Calgary
London
Houston

Seoul

Madrid

Beijing

Tokyo

Dubai
Mumbai
Trading hub

Singapore

Regional marketing presence

Jakarta

 Rio de Janeiro

bplng@bp.com
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“This brochure and its contents have been provided to you for informational purposes only. This
information is not advice on or a recommendation of any of the matters described herein or any related
commercial transactions, whether they consist of physical sale or purchase agreements, financing
structures, investments, financial instruments, hedging strategies or any combination of such matters
and no information contained herein constitutes an offer or solicitation by or on behalf of BP p.l.c. or any
of its subsidiaries (collectively “ BP”) to enter into any contractual arrangement relating to such matters.
BP makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, adequacy,
reasonableness or completeness of the information, assumptions or analysis contained herein or in
any supplemental materials, and BP accepts no liability in connection therewith. BP deals and trades
in energy related products and may have positions consistent with or different from those implied or
suggested by this presentation.
There is no assurance that the structures described herein will hedge risks that a recipient may incur in
the operation of its business. Prior to dealing in any investment or financial instrument or entering into
any risk management product arrangement, you should obtain your own tax, legal and investment advice
as these products may expose you to inappropriate financial risk.
This brochure also contains forward-looking statements. Any statements that are not historical facts,
including statements about BP’s beliefs or expectations, are forward-looking statements. These
statements are based on plans, estimates and projections and you should not place undue reliance
on them. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and
uncertainties, which are difficult to predict. Therefore, actual future results and trends may differ
materially from what is forecast, suggested or implied in any forward-looking statements in this
presentation due to a variety of factors. Factors which could cause actual results to differ from these
forward-looking statements may include, without limitation, general economic conditions; conditions in
the markets in which BP is engaged; behaviour of customers, suppliers, and competitors; technological
developments; the implementation and execution of new processes; and changes to legal, tax, and
regulatory rules. In addition, financial risks such as currency movements, interest rate fluctuations,
liquidity, and credit risks could influence future results. The foregoing list of factors should not be
construed as exhaustive. BP disclaims any intention or obligation to publicly or privately update or
revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or
otherwise.
The information contained in this document shall not be modified, reproduced, distributed or otherwise
disseminated in whole or in part in any manner by any party without prior written permission from
BP. All rights, including copyright, confidentiality and ownership rights, are reserved.
This document does not constitute an initial placement of, nor an offer to sell, nor a solicitation of offers
to purchase, foreign securities or derivatives therefrom, in the territory of the People’s Republic of China.
Provision of risk management services is subject to local regulatory requirements in your jurisdiction of
incorporation.”

www.bp.com/trading

